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Apart from one remaining 50cc two-stroke, all Modern Vespas have 4-stro-
ke engines. Broadly speaking the design of a 2-stroke exhaust has a pro-
nounced effect on the engine’s performance. The effect of an exhaust style 
change on a 4-stroke engine however, is not as immediately noticeable, 
although equally important. It should positively affect the performance 
and torque values, transmit the hot gases and keep the sound down to an 
acceptable level.

The two types we have are ‘Slip on’ systems (attached to existing manifold pipe 
with a clamp) and ‘Complete’ systems that include a manifold pipe. 

The combusted gases leave the cylinder with a temperature of about 
900°C at just under the speed of sound. This enormous heat and waves of 
sound created by the explosion of gas in the cylinder require rapid trans-
ferral.

The main function of standard silencers is to reduce the noise level and 
to maintain an optimal cylinder charge while both inlet and outlet vales 
are opened.

A racing system attempts to improve the gas flow and cylinder charge 
density. The escaping gases should become transferred as quickly as pos-
sible with both ‘D’ shaped and conically shaped pipes proving effective. 
Certain manufacturers utilise hydro-forming production techniques, so 
enabling rivet and edge-free results, ensuring less turbulence.

Most silencers work using either Absorption or Reflection.

The first type allows the gases to exit along a tube in the middle of the si-
lencer, which is perforated with numerous holes along its length. The ener-
gy of each pulse escapes partly through these openings and is absorbed 
by the silencer wool, surrounding the perforated tube which also creates 
heat and reduces the noise. Silencers using absorption mainly dampen the 
higher frequencies.

reflection silencers function by reflecting the gases through an elaborate 
sequence of chambers, which alters the pulse and with it the noise level. 
The pulses even each other out while travelling through these chambers. 
That reduces their strength considerably. The reflection systems damp 
mainly the lower frequencies of noise.

The volume, shape and length of each silencer affects the engine’s perfor-
mance, the sound created and its volume. Larger capacity volumes dam-
pen the noise more but require more space. On scooters space is limited, so 
ovally formed silencers are used to gain more capacity without being too 
wide. Engines with a larger cc require more damping, but this reduces the 
top speed. The trick is to find the optimal compromise.

The exit pipe of the silencer’s form and length determine the final sound 
characteristics of the exhaust. The silencer’s damping material consists of 
steel wool, which has to be heat resistant.
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Never use care products that contain aggressive chemicals or acids 
as they could cause irreparable damage. A cold exhaust is easier to 
clean with WD40 (part no 14253000) or similar for Titanium or stain-
less steel items. Aluminium parts require aluminium polish  
(part no 14220000)

The materials used in their construction influence the look, weight, con-
struction method, flexibility and durability of the system. Many standard 
pipes are constructed using steel, painted with heat resistant paint. These 
parts rust quickly and so most aftermarket items are made of higher quali-
ty materials. Titanium is lighter than stainless steel and also more corrosion 
resistant. Stainless steel is a lot cheaper than titanium, a little heavier but 
more durable which also makes it ideal for manifold pipes. Aluminium is 

very light and is used for fastening casings and heat shields. Carbon fibre is 
even lighter and can also be used for these purposes. Most of the systems 
produced by the more established manufacturers have full Eu approval 
and can be used legally in all Eu countries. They also include a Lambda 
sensor connection which enables the factory included Lambda sensor to 
be connected to measure the remaining oxygen in the burnt gases and 
regulate the air/fuel ratio for further combustion.

Martin, SIP answers:

What can I use 

to clean my 

exhaust properly?
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http://www.sip-scootershop.com/main/base/Details.aspx?ProductNumber=WD40
http://www.sip-scootershop.com/main/base/Details.aspx?ProductNumber=14253000
http://www.sip-scootershop.com/main/base/Details.aspx?ProductNumber=14220000



